Consequent upon promotion to the rank of Assistant Engineer vide DG: AIR Office Order No. 10/2018-S-IV(B) dated 30.11.2018, Ms. Shyamla V, SEA, DDK Hyderabad (UoT to DDK Delhi on promotion) and Sh. Rabindra Kumar, AE, AIR Delhi P&D Unit are hereby posted in Finance Wing of PB Secretariat with immediate effect and until further orders, with directions to report to DDG(Finance)[Sh C.K. Jain].

2. Ms. Shyamla V. will draw her salary from DDK Delhi and Sh. Rabindra Kumar, AE will draw his salary from P&D Unit, DG: AIR.

3. This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority.

(Rajan Bhasin)
Deputy Director (Pers.)
Tel : 011-23118410

To
1. Concerned Officer
2. DG, AIR / DG:DDn
3. E-in-C, AIR & DDn
4. HOO DDK Hyderabad / ADG(Finance) & DDG(Finance), PB Sectt
5. Sh M Baiju, Dy. Development Officer (A), DG: AIR / DDA(E)-S-IV(B), DG: AIR
6. DDG(T), PBS for uploading this order on PB Website
7. Hindi Unit for Hindi Version
8. Office Orders Folder.